Electron partition schemes are a beneficial means to systematize bonding networks and to identify structurebonding relationships in polar intermetallics. One prolific class of polymetal networks with simple counterions is the broad family of transition-metal (T)-centered rare-earth metal (R) cluster halides (X), which can be isolated or condensed to oligomers and chains. While the electronic structures of R cluster monomers and chains encapsulating T atoms have been studied systematically, the band structures of oligomers, in particular, the most frequent Friauf-type {T4R16} tetramers, have been investigated to a lesser extent. Therefore, the band structures of prototypical compounds with {T4R16}-type tetramers, while maintaining different compositions, were analyzed employing density functional theory based methods. Furthermore, these theoretical examinations provide insight into the origin of the 15 electron rule, which is significant for this class of compounds and correlates with the closed-shell configurations for these structures. Additional research focused on the band structure of monoclinic {Ru4Gd16}Br23, which is composed of rhomboid-shaped {Ru4Gd16} tetramers. ABSTRACT: Electron partition schemes are a beneficial means to systematize bonding networks and to identify structure-bonding relationships in polar intermetallics. One prolific class of polymetal networks with simple counterions is the broad family of transition-metal (T)-centered rare-earth metal (R) cluster halides (X), which can be isolated or condensed to oligomers and chains. While the electronic structures of R cluster monomers and chains encapsulating T atoms have been studied systematically, the band structures of oligomers, in particular, the most frequent Friauf-type {T 4 R 16 } tetramers, have been investigated to a lesser extent. Therefore, the band structures of prototypical compounds with {T 4 R 16 }-type tetramers, while maintaining different compositions, were analyzed employing density functional theory based methods. Furthermore, these theoretical examinations provide insight into the origin of the 15 electron rule, which is significant for this class of compounds and correlates with the closed-shell configurations for these structures. Additional research focused on the band structure of monoclinic {Ru 4 Gd 16 }Br 23 , which is composed of rhomboid-shaped {Ru 4 Gd 16 } tetramers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar intermetallic compounds may be composed of polyanionic or polycationic metal atom clusters that are adjoined by monatomic counterions. 1 These are of great interest because of their outstanding structural chemistry and extensively diverse bonding regimes. 1 To provide insight into the nature of bonding for these metal atom clusters, simple electron partition rules, such as, e.g., Wade's rules 2 or the Zintl concept, 3 have emerged as a straightforward and beneficial means to identify overall bonding schemes for these compounds. 4, 5 For example, the Tt 4− tetrahedra (Tt = Si, Ge) as seen in Na 2 BaTt 4 may be depicted as two prototypical examples of Zintl anions. 6 Under consideration of more recent research, 1, 7 these customary concepts seem to no longer be appropriate for an understanding of the bonding in (electron-poorer) polar intermetallic compounds.
Another prolific class of (poly)metal networks with simple counterions is the broad family of rare-earth metal (R) cluster halides (X) that encapsulate an endohedral atom (Z), from either a main group (E) or a transition metal (T). 8−14 The edges or faces as well as the vertices of these interstitially centered R cluster complexes are capped by the halido ligands (X) or, more frequently, shared with like R r clusters to aggregate to oligomers, chains, or layers. 8, 9 A series of structural families has materialized as the most prolific: (I) the {TR 6 }X 12 R and {TR 6 }X 10 types, with isolated {TR 6 } octahedra, 15 (II) the {TR 3 }X 3 and {TR 4 }X 4 types of structure, which are composed of R cluster chains encapsulating T atoms with coordination numbers of 6 and 7 ({TR 3 }X 3 types) or 8 ({TR 4 }X 4 type), 16−19 and (III) structures with {T 4 R 16 22 The majority of these {T 4 R 16 }-type tetramers may be depicted as two perpendicularly arranged bioctahedra, {T 2 R 10 }, condensed via four common edges to form all vertices truncated T 3 supertetrahedra, {T 4 R 12 c R 4 e } (e = edge-sharing R atom; c = R atoms at the corners), 20−23 in which the T atoms form a tetrahedron. There is a second type of tetramer in which the {T 2 R 10 } bioctahedra share three common edges to aggregate to R 16 skeletons, {T 4 R c 10 R 6 e }, in which the four T atoms form a rhombus. This type has been observed solely for the compounds {B 4 Tb 16 }Br 23 and {Ru 4 Gd 16 }Br 23 . 23, 24 All structure types differ in the numbers and functionalities of the halido ligands that interconnect the tetramers. 20 4 -type structures, adds to the structural variety of these tetrameric cluster complexes. 20, 22, 23 Electron partition schemes have become apparent for the broad majority of polar intermetallic networks to recognize intracluster bonding regimes for early-transition-metal atom clusters. 8, 11, 25 For example, counts of 18 cluster-based electrons (CBEs), i.e., the total number of valence electrons (VEs) reduced by the number of halido ligands, still appear to be momentous for the {TR 6 }X 12 R and {TR 6 }X 10 types. Theoretical examinations on numerous isolated {TR 6 } clusters for both cases corroborate this simple electron counting rule. 15, 26, 27 However, the (electron-poorer) {T t R r } clusters are rarely isolated and, more regularly, condense via common faces, edges, or (less frequent) vertices to R cluster oligomers or chains, which acquire less CBEs (often 14−17); 8, 17, 18 enhanced R−R bonding and less oxidation of the host T atoms are the consequence. 1 Recent explorative research on various {T 4 R 16 } tetramers revealed a total of 15 CBEs per {TR 6 } octahedron, a meaningful count. 23 Earlier investigations on the electronic structures of tetramers such as in {Mn 4 Sc 16 28 While this provides conclusive information regarding the electron counting schemes for these structure types, 28 to the best of our knowledge, the band structures of the tetragonal {Ir 4 Y 16 }I 20 types are analyzed to extract an enhanced picture of bonding in these structure types. Crystal orbital Hamiltonian population (COHP) curves are evaluated to extract general bonding tendencies for the T-centered R tetramers.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
More recently, density functional theory (DFT)-based methods have been shown to be advantageous instruments to provide insight into the nature of bonding for R clusters encapsulating T atoms. 15 4 (T = Ru, Os, Ir) utilizing the Stuttgart tight-binding, linear muffin-tin orbital program with the atomic sphere approximation. 30−32 The Wigner−Seitz (WS) radii were automatically generated, and empty spheres were assigned in voids to guarantee an optimal approximation of full potentials. Correlation and exchange contributions were described by the local density approximation according to von Barth and Hedin. 33 The following orbitals were employed as basis sets (downfolded 34 orbitals in parentheses): Ru 5p/5s/4d/(4f); Os 6p/6s/5d/(5f); Ir 6p/6s/5d/ (5f); Rh 5p/5s/4d/(4f); Sc 4p/(4s)/3d; Y 5p/(5s)/4d; Gd 6p/(6s)/ 5d; Tb 6p/(6s)/5d; Ho 6p/(6s)/5d (Gd, Tb, and Ho 4f states are treated as the core); Cl (4s)/3p/(3d); Br (5s)/4p/(4d); I (6s)/5p/ (5d)/(4f A full (chemical) bonding analysis was accomplished based on the integrated COHP (ICOHP) values. However, a direct comparison for different systems is not applicable because the electrostatic potential in each DFT-based calculation is set to an arbitrary zero energy, which can vary for various systems, 35 −37 yet projecting the −ICOHP values of nearest-neighboring interactions weighed by bond frequencies as percentages of the total bonding capacities has been shown to provide conclusive information accounting for bonding differences between unlike structure types. 16 }I 20 , an activated conductivity is suggested for both structures. Actually, a closedshell configuration has been proposed previously for {Ru 4 Y 16 }-Br 20 because temperature-independent van Vleck paramagnetism was observed for a temperature range from 50 to 300 K. 22 In brief, analysis of the DOS curves for both structures infers the paramount role of heteroatomic T−R and R−X bonding. and Gd−Br interactions dominate above minor, but evident, homoatomic interactions. Reasonable Gd−Gd bonding interactions reside between −0.64 eV and E F ; Gd−Gd −ICOHP values range between 0.03 and 0.20 eV/bond and contribute 5.0% to the total bonding capacities (Table 1) . Hence, such relatively minor interactions between the Gd atoms indicate that the bonding network should not be illustrated in Cotton's sense of transition-metal atom clusters. 39 A close inspection of the band structure for monoclinic {Ru 4 Gd 16 }Br 23 reveals that the Fermi level is placed at a peak of the DOS above a notable pseudogap, which typically designates an electronically unfavorable situation, yet integrating the energy regions between two pseudogaps at −0.08 eV (∼194 VEs) and 0.09 eV (∼196 VEs) reveals that there is one state per f.u. near E F that can be assigned to a singly occupied cluster-based States near E F emanate from the Y 4d AOs with minor contributions from Ir 6p AOs. Additionally, these regions of the DOS comprise six states per f.u., which can be assigned to the (a 1 -, e-, and t-type) cluster orbitals. 28 Note that the states near E F exhibit a modest dispersion relative to the remaining states. Because of a gap between E F and +1.07 eV, an activated conductivity is suggested for the orthorhombic structure, yet the conductivity has not been measured for that structure.
A bonding analysis based on the −COHP curves [ (Table 1) , to the total −ICOHP and, accordingly, may be regarded as the paramount bonding contributions in orthorhombic {Ir 4 Y 16 }Br 24 . Y−Y interactions play a subordinate role in the overall bonding because these states contribute 3.5% to the total −ICOHP. In view of the fact that the −ICOHP values are inclined to correlate well with the bond strength, the magnitudes of the −ICOHP values will tend to diminish as the bond lengths increase. Hence, the T−T distances in all structures range from 3.294 to 3.697 Å and, consequently, exhibit modest contributions to the total −ICOHP (Table 1) .
In summary, analyzing the DOS and −COHP curves for the tetragonal {Ru 4 Y 16 }X 20 (X = Br, I), orthorhombic {Ir 4 Y 16 }Br 24 , and monoclinic {Ru 4 Gd 16 }Br 23 structures reveals that the overall bonding is dominated by heteroatomic T−R and R−X interactions, whereas homoatomic R−R and T−T bonding plays a subordinate role. Particularly, the T−R interactions should be contemplated as polar intermetallic bonds, as anticipated by Brewer. 38 Additionally, the states near E F show modest dispersions and may be assigned to the tetramer-based orbitals. 28 In the case of the tetragonal and orthorhombic structures, E F falls in a gap, which typically signifies electronic stability. In the monoclinic structure, however, E F is placed on a maximum of the DOS, which may be regarded as an electronically unfavorable situation. Although these investigations on the electronic structures of a series of {T 4 R 12 c R 4 e }-type tetramers provided insight into the (general) nature of bonding for these structures and, of greater consequence, the origin of the "15-electron-rule", they cannot account for the existence of compounds that comprise {T 4 (Figure 4b ). In particular, the cubic structure contains three independent Ho sites [Wyckoff 4e (Ho1), 12i (Ho2), and 4e (Ho3)], three I sites [Wyckoff 12i (I4), 12i (I5), and 4e (I6)], and one Ru site (Wyckoff 4e). Each endohedral Ru atom is surrounded by three Ho1 and three Ho2 atoms, such that the Ho1 atoms occupy the centers of the hexagonal faces of the Friauf-type polyhedron, with Ho2 atoms residing on its vertices. Additionally, 12 faces of each tetramer are μ 3 -capped by the I4 ligands, which also interconnect one cluster with six nearest-neighboring tetramers via i-a functionalities. In response, the outer μ 1 -I4 ligands are located in the inner coordination spheres of six like tetramers and, hence, possess a-i functionalities. However, the I5 ligands cap 12 edges of each tetramer in a μ 2 -like fashion and bond to the (exo-)Ho3 atoms, which form {□(Ho3) 4 } tetrahedra. The voids of these {□(Ho3) 4 } clusters are empty, while the triangular faces of each tetrahedron are capped by the I6 atoms in a μ 3 -like manner. Note that these isolated {□(Ho3) 4 }(I6) 4 clusters are isostructural with those observed for binary PrI 2 − V. 40, 41 In summary, all functionalities identified for cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 Previous research on a series of cubic {Mn 4 Gd 16 }I 24 (Gd 4 I 4 )-type tetramers, which are {T 4 Sc 16 }Br 24 (Sc 4 Br 4 ) (T = Mn, Fe, Ru, Os), was analyzed employing EH theory. 28 The isolated R3 atom sites in these structures were shown to possess partial occupancies, which were considered to refine the CBE counts. Actually, the total number of 60 (skeletal) electrons per tetramer was shown to correspond to the closed-shell configurations for these structures. 28 Additionally, analysis of the various DOS and −COHP curves for tetragonal {Ru 4 Y 16 }-X 20 (X = Br, I) and orthorhombic {Ir 4 Y 16 }I 24 with (formally) 15 CBEs indicated that E F falls in a broad gap, which typically indicates electronic stability. However, partial occupancies have not been observed for the (isolated) Ho3 sites in cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 }I 24 (Ho 4 I 4 ) and, thus, this structure appears to withstand the "15-electron-rule". 23 To elucidate the bonding regimes for this structure, we followed up with analysis of the DOS and −COHP curves for cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 Analysis of the DOS curves for the cubic structure shows that significant I 5p, Ru 4d, and Ho 5d states are located below a broad gap, which ranges from −2.08 to −1.07 eV. A close inspection of the bands residing between −1.07 and −0.51 eV reveals that these states arise from the Ru 5p AOs with reasonable contributions from the (cluster-based) Ho(1/2) 5d AOs. Integrating these energy regions of the DOS curves discloses that there are six states per f.u., which may be assigned to the tetramer-based orbitals. 28 Additionally, these states also exhibit a smaller dispersion relative to the I states and correspond to VE counts of 216−228, which is a guide to a total of 60 CBEs per tetramer. However, the states near E F originate mostly from the Ho3 AOs with notable shares with I(5/I6) AOs (Figure 6 ). Because E F falls in a local minimum of the DOS curve for VE counts of 232−234, an (electronically) favorable situation can be inferred for cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 }-I 24 (Ho 4 I 4 ) .
Again, an examination of the DOS curves for the cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 }I 24 (Ho 4 I 4 ) structure indicates that this structure gains significant stabilization from heteroatomic Ho−Ru and Ho−I bonding. Moreover, an (electronically) favorable closedshell configuration has been identified for the {Ru 4 Ho 16 } tetramers, while states near E F stem from the (exo-)Ho3−I(5/ 6) interactions, yet an enhanced picture of bonding may be extracted from analysis of the −COHP curves for that structure.
In the cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 (Table 2) are evidence for modest Ho−Ho bonding and strong Ru−Ho interactions below E F . Heteroatomic Ho−Ru interactions contribute 39.0% to the total −ICOHP, while the Ho− Ho −ICOHP values range between −0.03 and 0.19 eV/bond and add 4.1% to the total bonding capacities. Accordingly, such relatively minor Ho−Ho and major Ho−Ru interactions indicate that the bonding situation in these tetramers should be depicted in Werner's sense of coordination networks rather than in Cotton's traditional conception. 8, 39 Additionally, the Ho−I interactions traverse from bonding to antibonding states at −2.83 eV, and, accordingly, the occupation of antibonding Ho−I states at such low energies may be regarded as conclusive evidence for less bonding character relative to the Ho−Ru interactions. Note that minor, but evident, Ho3−Ho3 bonding interactions are evident around E F ; however, the −ICOHP values of 0.01 eV/bond for the Ho3−Ho3 interactions (d = 4.455 Å) suggest only modest bonding interactions for these contacts. Notably, integrations of the PDOS across all Ho sites indicate that the Ho3 sites are the less electron-deficit metal sides ("less oxidized"). Hence, a (formal) electron partition scheme bordering on 15 + 1 CBEs appears more appropriate to depict the overall bonding situation for the cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 }-I 24 (Ho 4 I 4 ) structure, which was also shown to follow the "15-electron-rule". (Figure 7b ), which are surrounded by 36 halido ligands: 24 inner halido ligands, X i , capping 12 faces and 12 edges of one tetramer in μ 3 and μ 2 fashion, respectively, and 12 outer μ 1 -X a ligands. In particular, eight of the X a ligands reside in the inner coordination spheres of eight nearest-neighboring tetramers, forming a-i connections. In reverse, eight of the X i ligands of each tetramer belong to the outer coordination spheres of the eight nearest-neighboring tetramers and, thus, possess i-a functionalities. Because of this, square cluster networks of ligand-linked tetramers are formed within the ab plane and a pseudotetrahedral connection of five tetrameric clusters is generated along the crystallographic c axis (Figure 7a ).
Above all, 1 / 5 of all R atoms reside in octahedral voids formed by six X atoms, [RX 6 ]: one μ 2 -X i ligand and one X a ligand of one nearest-neighboring tetramer, X a/i-ch (the superscript ch represents X i/a ligands bonding to the [RX 6 ] unit chains) and four discrete halide atoms, X ch and X cl (the superscript cl represents X ch atoms bonding to the clusters). More specifically, these [RX 6 ] octahedra are edge-condensed to form zigzag chains, which run alternately along the a and b axes between the cluster networks within the ab plane (Figure 7a A close inspection of the energy regions near the X p bands for all tetragonal {T 4 R 16 }X 24 (RX 3 )-type structures reveals that there are two maxima within the partial T DOS arising from T d bands. Furthermore, the relative positions of these T d bands are affected by magnitudes of the effective nuclear charges of T. For instance, these bands range from −2.13 to −1.44 eV for the tetragonal {Os 4 Sc 16 }Cl 24 (ScCl 3 ) 4 and from −2.90 to −1.87 eV for the isostructural Ir-containing compound because of an increased electron affinity from Os to Ir. Moreover, these X p The energy regions of the DOS curves near E F stem mostly from R d states with minor contributions from X p and T p AOs. Integrating these energy regions of the DOS curves reveals that there are six states per f.u. that correspond to cluster-based MOs. Note that the states near E F exhibit relatively small dispersions, which typically indicates localized states.
Even though the gross features of the DOS near E F are analogous for all {T 4 R 16 }X 24 (RX 3 )-type compounds, they vary in the number of VEs. In particular, E F falls in a gap in compounds with group 9 interstitials (15 CBEs), whereas E F in compounds with group 8 endohedral atoms (14 CBEs) falls in a peak below that gap. Accordingly, counts of 15 CBEs result in closed-shell configurations with band gaps from 0.80 to 1.27 eV above the Fermi level. The different positions of E F suggest potentially dissimilar conductivities for compounds with group 9 interstitials, which should be semiconductors, and compositions with group 8 interstitials, which should be metallic. However, the small dispersions of the states near E F are commonly indicative for low electron mobility, which more likely implies the existence of localized electronic states rather than metallic character.
Detailed analysis of the various −COHP curves for the tetragonal structures shows a bonding situation similar to that for other T-centered R cluster halides:
15−18 the heteroatomic R−X and R−T interactions predominate homoatomic R−R and T−T interactions. Still, T−T bonds are important for structural distortions ("breathing distortion"). To analyze this outcome in more detail, we follow up with an analysis of the −COHP curves for tetragonal {T 4 R 16 }X 24 (RX 3 )-type structures. 42 in which Ir (5.4) is more electronegative than Os (4.9), less electron withdrawal from the endohedral Os atom can be expected and, accordingly, Os−Sc bonding interactions are shifted to higher energy regions rather than in the Ir-containing compound. Note that the states located near the Fermi Level are occupied completely for group 9 and only partially for group 8 interstitials. R−T interactions contribute 33−38% to the total bonding, whereas the largest percentages to the total bonding capacities of the tetragonal {T 4 R 16 }X 24 (RX 3 )-type structures originate from R−X interactions (see Tables 3 and  4) . Although the occupation of antibonding R−X states at relatively low energies and the comparatively small R−X −ICOHP values indicate less bonding character relative to the R−T interactions, the higher R−X bond frequencies bring about the largest percentage contributions to the total bonding capacities (see Tables 3 and 4) . Also, the percentage contributions of the R−R interactions to the total −ICOHP depend strongly on the nature of the rare-earth metal especially the sizes of their orbitals. Tables 3 and 4) . Here again, significant bonding arises from the heteroatomic R−X and R−T interactions, while the homoatomic R−R and T−T interactions play a subordinate role. Therefore, the overall bonding in the {T 4 R 16 } tetramers is better described in Brewer's sense of polar intermetallic bonding rather than in Cotton's definition of metal clusters. 39 Although R−R and T− T interactions contribute 3.6−4.9% and 1.9−3.7%, respectively, to the total −ICOHP, the latter were previously shown to play decisive roles in the distortions of the {T 4 R 16 } tetramers. 28 In particular, geometrical restraints and, even more importantly, electronic constrictions were shown to induce distortions of the tetramers, as represented by Figure 10 . Because of an increasing distortion, a t 1 set becomes more R2−T antibonding, while an a 1 orbital is stabilized because of higher T−T bonding and less R1−T antibonding effects. 28 To recognize the trends in the distortions of the {T 4 R 16 } tetramers, the magnitude of the trans-R1−T−R2 angles was shown to provide conclusive evidence accounting for the strength of the breathing distortion. 28 Because the T−T distances are significantly shorter in {Ir 4 Tb 16 . This correlates with compression of the crystallographic Tb1, Tb2, and Tb3 sites (R1) toward the centers of the clusters, whereas the Tb4 sites (R2) are elongated from the centers of the octahedra (see Figure 10) . Furthermore, this distortion is also clearly recognizable from the interatomic distances (see Table 5 ). Notably, the strengths of the distortions also increase from {Ir 4 Sc 16 IV. CONCLUSIONS Herein, the electronic structures of prototypical T-centered R cluster halides composed of {T 4 R 16 } tetramers have been analyzed utilizing DFT-based methods. Analyses of the overlap interactions derived from the diverse −ICOHP values and their percentages to the total bonding capabilities indicate significant bonding populations between the heteroatomic R−T and R−X contacts, whereas the homoatomic R−R and T−T bonding is a minor, but evident, factor in these structures. Additional examinations of the energy regions near E F revealed that these states originate primarily from the cluster-based R−T contacts, which are higher in energy relative to the R−X interactions. In the investigations of the states near E F , gaps associated with closed-shell configurations were identified for CBE counts of 15 electrons. Accordingly, these structures attempt to optimize chemical bonding through an electronically favorable situation, which can be regarded as the origin for the "15-electron-rule". Although these deliberations can be taken into account for a broad number of T-centered R cluster halides with {T 4 R 16 } tetramers, there are still deviations from this rule. To understand the origin of these deviations, we analyzed the electronic structures for prototypical examples of such compounds.
In the case of the cubic {Ru 4 Ho 16 }I 24 (Ho 4 I 4 ) structure (16 CBEs), an electron partition scheme of 15 + 1 CBEs appears to be more appropriate to emphasize the overall bonding situation because one electron per f.u. was shown to reside between the R−R and R−X contacts of the empty ({□Ho 4 }I 4 ) tetrahedra. For the {Ir 4 Y 16 }Br 24 (YBr 3 ) 4 -type structures, E F falls in a gap, indicating electronic stabilities for 15 CBEs. Removing one CBE from this system intercapsulating group 8 interstitials places E F at a peak of the DOS, an electronically unfavorable situation, yet these structures may alleviate their expected Figure 10 . Representation of the "breathing distortion" within a prototypical tetramer in a {T 4 R 16 }X 24 (RX 3 ) 4 -type structure. The R1 atoms (Tb1, Tb2, and Tb3 sites; see the text) reside on the vertices, whereas the R2 atoms (Tb4 sites) are located in the centers of the hexagonal faces. 23 , E F is placed at a peak of the DOS, which typically indicates an electronically unfavorable situation, yet this compound has been obtained in reasonable yields. 23 Furthermore, this electronic instability seems to correlate to a single occupation of a cluster-based MO, which is alleviated through structural distortions within the rhomboidshaped {Ru 4 Gd 16 
